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Amazon Web Services wants to convince customers to replace on-premises files with a caching gateway channel
that leads to an SMB filer in its public cloud. It has launched the Amazon FSx File Gateway

active directory windows audit and
Incident responders who investigate attacks targeting Active Directory discuss methods used to gain entry,
elevate privileges, and control target systems.

amazon web services launches cloud assault against on-premise filers
You can use it for free, and even distribute it as part of your products at no charge. The developers of Rclone
accept donations through GitHub sponsorships, PayPal, Patreon, Bitcoin, and Liberapay.

researchers explore active directory attack vectors
Today’s columnist, Carolyn Crandall of Attivo Networks, says preventing ransomware attackers from taking over
Active Directory stops them from targeting the most valuable data.

rclone: what is it, and should you use this service?
As leaders in four Gartner Magic Quadrants as of 2020, Microsoft excel in the delivery of information security
solutions. According to Gartner, “Leaders have the highest combined measures of ability

stop ransomware by preventing active directory exploitation
Security researchers have warned that hackers could easily abuse a Windows service to steal data from any
organization using Active Directory in their network. According to FireEye, the new attack

why microsoft is a leader of four gartner magic quadrants for information security
AWS launched Amazon FSx File Gateway as a new type of AWS Storage Gateway, providing customers with a way
to access data stored in the cloud with Amazon FSx for Windows File Server, instead of using

hackers could abuse legitimate windows ad fs to steal data
Expanding your market share is always a good thing. That’s why digital accessibility should be on the minds of
every online retail business. Digital accessibility means making your website easy and

aws launches a new type of aws storage gateway: amazon fsx file gateway
Your servers are the backbone of your company's IT infrastructure. If your servers are compromised, then you can
end up not only losing your valuable,Technical Support

the abcs of digital accessibility (and beware of shortcuts!)
Microsoft has launched a public preview of the APIs IT admins can use to control Windows Update for Business
Deployment Service — part of the company's efforts to push commercial customers toward

the importance of file server security to an organization
There are some major challenges associated with the password reset process. Learn more about how Specops can
increase password reset security.

microsoft previews new windows servicing apis for enterprises
Some experts say passwords should be retired as soon as possible, while others say it's going to take a while.

how should the service desk reset passwords?
The KDC-spoofing flaw tracked as CVE-2021-23008 can be used to bypass Kerberos security and sign into the BigIP Access Policy Manager or admin console.

will this be the last world password day?
Security solutions firm FireEye on Tuesday described how Active Directory Federation Services could have been
exploited to gain access to Microsoft 365 e-mails during the Nobelium ('Solorigate')

f5 big-ip vulnerable to security-bypass bug
Moxie Marlinspike, the CEO of Signal, has hacked and trolled Cellebrite in the best possible way. This is the kind
of epic hack that will not make sense to people unless they’re familiar

fireeye explains nobelium exploit of active directory federation services
As organisations prepare for the future of hybrid and remote work, they're looking for a simpler way to follow best
practice for managing Windows and devices.

this might be the most epic (and well-deserved) hack of the decade
Organizations around the world sent an unprecedented number of people home during 2020 to work and attend
school remotely, many of them with Chromebook laptops whose shipments more than doubled year

windows 10: this new tool makes it easier to manage remote workers in the cloud
What matters, therefore, is making the authentication more secure, Taking the above into account, Microsoft’s
biometric sign-in system, Windows Hello (built into Windows 10) is now available to both

hid global enables organizations to bring millions of remote workers and students back on-site with
their chromebooks
Matterport Mask R-CNN fork for Python3.8 / Tensorflow 2.4. - issaclin32/Mask_RCNN

windows hello: securing user credentials with biometrics
Microsoft releases a round of major updates called the Patch Tuesday Updates. Each version of Windows 10 has a
different cumulative update, each with its own changelog. We will be providing you with

mask r-cnn for object detection and segmentation
Thinking about putting your crypto assets to work at an automated market maker like Uniswap or PancakeSwap?
Here is a starting point for your research.

windows 10 april patch tuesday changelog and download links
Platform agnostic, cloud independent: what's the reality, and which vendors help you achieve it? We talk Sentinet
for APIs, Micro Focus on AD, and Aspire on digital interconnectivity.

pancakeswap, uniswap, sushiswap and more: what to consider when parking crypto in a defi exchange
Open source documentation of Microsoft Azure. Contribute to MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs development by creating
an account on GitHub.

bridging the gap between microsoft investment and other platforms
Microsoft today released its June 2020 batch of software security updates that patches a total of 129 newly
discovered vulnerabilities affecting various versions of Windows operating systems and

release notes for the azure file sync agent
Confidential computing in Armv9, called Arm CCA, builds on TrustZone secure enclave technology in mobile
chips.

the hacker news - cybersecurity news and analysis: search results for security
Charging a flat per-user fee, Microsoft's new Cloud PC service would let you access a remote Windows 10 PC with
Office 365 installed.

confidential computing: arm builds secure enclaves for the data center
CVE-2021-22893 allows remote code-execution (RCE) and is being used in the wild by nation-state cyberattackers
to compromise VPN appliances in defense, finance and government orgs.

microsoft may launch windows 10 desktop-as-a-service this summer
It’s no secret that organizations are making the transition to cloud-based network environments. This is especially
true considering the dramatic increase in remote work due to the global pandemic.

pulse secure critical zero-day security bug under active exploit
A measured, thought-out response to a cyber incident is absolutely crucial in shaping how an organisation
emerges from a breach. Here we share how you

i have active directory, how do i move to the cloud?
With development teams dispersed across time-zones, separated by Slack and still plagued by the same persistent
problems that hit us all in the office, it's not surprising that we've all been

looking forward: how to learn from cyber incidents and plan ahead
There’s quite a bit to chew on in this week’s storage digest, from Seagate’s gaming battlestation light shows and
migration from one Enterprise Vault target to another, to some capacity analysis news

the top five essential vscode extensions for your 2021 setup
Amazon Web Services wants to convince customers to replace on-premises files with a caching gateway channel
that leads to an SMB filer in its public cloud. It has launched the Amazon FSx File Gateway

your occasional storage digest with veritas, seagate, and tintri
SailPoint Technologies is not a particularly well-followed stock, but we think its potential is very strong. See why
we think SAIL stock is a compelling buy.

amazon stock – amazon web services launches cloud assault against on-premise filers – blocks and files
While Microsoft offers two products that appear similar, Microsoft 10 and Microsoft Server, the two serve
different functions and offer different features. While one operating system is designed for

we believe sailpoint technologies to be a compelling buy
The city’s Heritage Preservation Commission (HPC) recently released a list of buildings identified as La Crosse’s
Most Endangered Historic Places in 2021.

the difference between windows server and windows | avast
Microsoft Teams has gained updates for meeting hosts, mobile users, and admins via user usage reports. By Liam
Tung | May 4, 2021 -- 11:34 GMT (04:34 PDT) | Topic: Productivity Microsoft released a

endangered buildings: an iconic row of american foursquares
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call April 27, 2021, 16:30 ET Company Participants Erin Karney - IR Amit Yoran President, CEO & Chairman Stephen

microsoft teams: all the new features from the past month
Microsoft on Wednesday announced a preview of Microsoft Graph application programming interfaces (APIs) for
use with the Windows Update for Business Deployment Service.
microsoft previews graph api support in windows update for business deployment service
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